IDIS RELEASE NOTES FOR
VERSION 8.0.A
CPD plans to release the following IDIS items to production as IDIS Version 8.0.A the evening of
Monday, March 29, 2004. They will be available for use on Tuesday morning, March 29, 2004.

1. HOMEBUYER COMPLETION SCREEN (HB03)
Problem: DB2 +100 error: This message occurred when a user attempts to access the Homebuyer
completion screen (HB03) for a single address activity where the HOME Location record was not
recognized. This error only appeared for existing single address Homebuyer activities.
Solution: An error message will display on the HOME Menu, 'Incomplete setup for activity: please
return to setup option' (common 69 error message) informing participants to complete the setup
information before entering any completion screen (normally the county code is missing on the setup for
existing activities).
.

2. COMPLETING HOMEBUYER ACTIVITIES
Problem: Users were prevented from completing Homebuyer activities where all the correct setup and
completion information had been entered: The system incorrectly stated 'display error message when the
Activity Total is less than or equal to the Purchase Price'.
Solution: The edit routine has been changed to state 'display error message when the Activity Total is
less than Purchase Price.

3. Multi Address
Problem: If a user did not enter a value in the multi-address data field (tabbing through field) IDIS
displayed a completion deletion message even though no completion data has been entered.
Solution: The message function has been deleted from the program

4. TBRA Funding
Problem: Users could not fund a TBRA activity with more than one tenant.
Solution: The program for TBRA was searching for only one tenant where it must search for more than
one tenant.

5. Clear Feature
Problem: Clear feature (Control Home key): Users attempting to clear the entered data on a Homebuyer
setup screen (HB01) were receiving a totally blank screen - all data fields disappear.
Solution: Program modified to handle error condition

6. EDI I19 Record
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Problem: An I19 record was sent with an invalid TOTAL ESTIMATED UNITS. The program correctly
errored the field by writing a record to the output error file. However, the next edit was to perform one of
the new edits against cost utilizing the TOTAL ESTIMATED UNITS in the calculation. Due to the first
error, there was a bad value for the compute causing the abend.
Solution: The program has been modified not to do the cost edit if the unit edit was already in error

7. Number of Bedrooms data field on all beneficiary screens
Problem: The ‘Number of Bedrooms’ data field was not properly displaying zero code when user entered
a zero (unit is an efficiency).
Solution: The data field was adjusted to display zeros as zeros instead of underscores.

8. PR23 Report
Problem: PR23 Report was abending.
Solution: Program was changed to ignore HOME activities with a tenure type of zero (Admin Activities)

9. PR22 Report
Problem: PR22 Report – Report was displaying the section title “New Construction” twice.
Solution: Program corrected to not display “New Construction” twice.

10. STAT Screen
Problem: Existing activities were showing setup is complete even when the county code was missing.
Solution: Program was adjusted to indicate setup incomplete if county code is missing.

11. HB03 Screen
Problem: User received ABEND on HB03 screen in some cases.
Solution: Problem was in the following screen program not handling all completion type codes. The
program was modified to handle all completion types

12. Setup for Homebuyer
Problem: When viewing the setup for a homebuyer, the system took users to HB04 screen for a CHDO
Loan not going forward.
Solution: Problem in CHDO Questions screen (HM01) caused incorrect navigation.
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